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ABSTRACT

Recently, thin film processes for oxides and metal deposition, such as physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor

deposition (CVD), have been widely adapted to fabricate solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs). In this paper, we presented two

research area of the use of such techniques. Gadolinium doped ceria (GDC) showed high ionic conductivity and could guaran-

tee operation at low temperature. But the electron conductivity at low oxygen partial pressure and the weak mechanical prop-

erty have been significant problems. To solve these issues, we coated GDC electrolyte with a nano scale yittria-doped

stabilized zirconium (YSZ) layer via atomic layer deposition (ALD). We expected that the thin YSZ layer could have functions

of electron blocking and preventing ceria from the reduction atmosphere. Yittria-doped barium zirconium (BYZ) has several

orders higher proton conductivity than oxide ion conductor as YSZ and also has relatively high chemical stability. The fabri-

cation processes of BYZ is very sophisticated, especially the synthesis of thin-film BYZ. We discussed the detailed fabrication

processes of BYZ as well as the deposition of electrode. This paper discusses possible cell structure and process flow to accom-

modate such films.
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1. Introduction

he fact that hydrogen will be the last energy source

has become no more attractive to us. The main issue is

the kind of energy conversion device that we are going to

need to survive in the future. Since many researchers have

highlighted solid oxide fuel cells as the next generation

power source, the main obstacle for commercialization has

been the high operation temperature of such cells.

As the revolutionary growth of semiconductor fabrication

processes have been reported, thin film deposition methods

may be applicable to many scientific fields. We decided to

use thin film techniques to solve the problem of high

operation temperature. We assumed that the properties of

materials with a range from several nanometers to several

micrometers would not change, and the conductivity in the

constant atmosphere would not vary. So, if we minimize the

distance of the ion path, we can achieve minimized Ohmic

polarization. Theoretically for the same material, we can

realize identical resistance with a thick electrolyte of high

conductivity at high temperature as with a thin electrolyte

of low conductivity at low temperature, according to the

principle above.1)

2. Concept of Thin Film SOFCs

The production of thin ceramic layers was achieved with

atomic layer deposition (ALD) and pulsed laser deposition

(PLD) machines. 

ALD, which could be classified as a kind of chemical vapor

deposition (CVD), has been known for its abilities to effect

angstrom scale deposition, to achieve pinhole free high

uniformity, to provide good step coverage, to allow accurate

thickness control, and to allow multi component deposition.

In addition, we have confirmed that this technique is

adaptable to fuel cell applications.2) We used this technique

to minimize the Ohmic loss of the electron blocking

functional YSZ layer on the electrolyte, and to protect the

ceria electrolyte, which showed a critical instability in the

reducing atmosphere.3) Ceria based ceramics (e.g. GDC,

SDC) showed great possibility to commercialize SOFCs. In

spite of the higher ion conductivity of ceria in comparison to

YSZ, electron conductivity from the change of Ce4+ to Ce3+ in

a reduction atmosphere causes current leakage. In other

words, the system consumes some part of the power

produced from the electrochemical reaction to generate

heat, which is useless. To summarize the main idea, an

electrolyte composed of almost the thickness of GDC, which

shows good ion conductivity and a thin YSZ layer that has

electron resistance with chemical stability, can be a proper

material that guarantees low temperature operation.

Also, our research area includes the synthesis of thin-film
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Yittria doped Barium Zirconium (BYZ) via Pulsed Laser

Deposition (PLD) as a new electrolyte, and its integration

with cell components. Cell fabrication based on BYZ has

been achieved successfully in the laboratory.2,4,5) S. M.

Haile’s group has been investigating various properties of

bulk BYZ in terms of sintering ability, activation energy,

and conductivity.6) The properties of BYZ cells are low tem-

perature operation, water management, and flexible fuel

supply. Therefore, BYZ fuel cells, which are categorized as a

new type “Low Temperature SOFCs(LT-SOFCs)”, operate

at around 300oC, because BYZ reveals high proton conduc-

tivity at 300oC. It is possible to utilize various fuels that con-

tain hydrogen, such as hydrogen and methanol.

3. Experimental Procedure

First, we studied the condition of YSZ deposition by the

ALD process. Zr(dm-am)
4
 (Sigma-Aldrich) was used for the

zirconia and Y(m-cpd)
3
 (Strem Chemical) Yittria precursors

were chosen.2) Before the deposition of YSZ on GDC, we con-

ducted the preliminary deposition process on a silicon

nitride substrate at 250oC and attained the XPS data of the

depth as 65 nm.

At 230oC, using the oxidant of DI water we obtained the

growth rate of each component, as shown in Fig. 4.

The final ALD conditions are listed in Table 1.

The sequence of manufacturing for the bi-layer electrolyte

button cell is given here. Preparing a 1 inch diameter GDC

disk (NextCell). → grinding and polishing to the intended

thickness → thermal polishing at 1450oC → YSZ deposition

Fig. 1. Conductivity of various materials.

Fig. 2. Operating principle of a BYZ electrolyte cell.

Fig. 3. XPS depth profile of YSZ film on Si
3
N

4
 substrate.

Fig. 4. Growth rates of zirconia and yittria by ALD.

Table 1. Conditions of YSZ ALD on GDC Substrate

ZrO
2
 Y

2
O

3
 

Precursor Zr(dm-am)
 4

 Y(m-cpd)
 3

 

Oxidant DI water 

Temperature 230°C 

Purity No contaminant
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on the anode side of a commercial GDC disk → annealing at

800oC → screen printing of anode material and sintering at

1400oC → screen printing of cathode material and sintering

at 1200oC The final button cell configurations are shown in

Fig. 5.

To fabricate the second type of BYZ SOFCs, the template

of cell fabrication was used in a 21 mm (diameter) Alumina

Anodic Disk (AAO, Whatman.). The cleaning sequences for

the pre-processes for electrode deposition is DI water

(3 min), Acetone (3 min), and DI water (3min). The elec-

trode materials are platinum and palladium. The Pt was

sputtered following these deposition conditions: applied

power 150 W, 180 sec, and target-substrate distance of

13 cm. The Pd layer was deposited to protect BYZ from car-

bonation. The optimal Pd deposition conditions are 150 W,

600 sec, and target-substrate distance of 10 cm. Pt/Pd elec-

trode thickness is 300 nm.

4. Results and Discussion

We investigated the YSZ functional layer by the method of

XPS to check the existence of the deposited YSZ thin layer.

The clear peaks of Yttrium and Zirconium assure us of the

existence of the YSZ layer after the high temperature pro-

cesses of cell fabrication and operation with reductive atmo-

sphere.

During the anode reduction process, we measured open

circuit voltage (OCV) with 5% H
2
 at 620oC. 100 nm YSZ

deposited bi-layer electrolyte cell showed higher and more

stable OCV in comparison with the OCV drop of the pure

GDC electrolyte cell.

Actually, our concept was that the YSZ thin layer would

take the role of almost perfect electron insulation. However,

the result of 0.95 V showed that the 100 nm thickness was

not enough to block all of the electrons. However, consider-

ing that typical experimental data for ceria based electro-

lyte varies from 0.87 V to 0.91 V,7,8) our data may have

substantial potential. 

Fig. 5. GDC based button cell configuration schematics.

Fig. 6. Schematic of BYZ cell and fabrication processes.

Fig. 7. XPS analysis of the YSZ thin layer.

Fig. 8. OCV comparison data.

Fig. 9. Pd surface morphology of anode.

Fig. 10. XRD analysis of BYZ.
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In the case of BYZ cell manufacturing, the main focus is

the synthesis of BYZ to transport the proton from the anode

to the cathode via PLD, and to find the optimal balance

between high proton conductivity and low electron conduc-

tivity. The critical deposition condition is pressure in the

chamber and substrate temperature. The deposition tem-

perature should be over 600oC. The BaCO
3
 deposition was

confirmed at 500oC in XRD analysis.

Also, the pressure in the chamber is a key issue to address

to maintain thin-film uniformity as well as to minimize diffu-

sion of the anode metal in BYZ. Therefore, the chamber pres-

sure is sustained at less than 50mTorr during the deposition

The cathode materials for deposition are Pt and Pd. As

explained, Pd for BYZ protection was sputtered in the same

deposition conditions. After the Pd deposition, the reduction

catalyst Pt was deposited on the Pd layer. To design a

porous electrode, we utilized the well-known porous sputter-

ing technique.

9) We fabricated a porous Pt electrode having

high electrochemical surface area on the cathode without a

template. 

5. Conclusions

In this paper we confirmed the availability of the thin film

deposition technique for application of SOFC.

The OCV data of the cell fabricated bi-layered electrolyte

button cells made by ALD on thick GDC pallets could not

reach the ideal value of about 1.0V for humidified hydrogen

fuel gas,10) but we were able to corroborate the effect of the

nano scale thickness of YSZ. Thus we were able to deter-

mine that an optimal thickness for the YSZ layer does exist. 

We researched BYZ to determine what is required to

develop complicated integration processes and fabrication

condition. Especially, BYZ has a very severe problem in that

it has many defects and there is the difficulty of diffusion of

anode materials in BYZ. Therefore, we are investigating cell

integration to produce stable output performance.
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Fig. 11. Platinum surface morphology of cathode.

Fig. 12. Cell configuration.


